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Variation in Army Training

• The Army has a need to objectively 

define variation in training

– Example of varying factors in OE 

• GIFT pedagogical module can 

select variants during training but 

needs choices that meet needs

– Authoring challenge to create enough 

variants and make use of learner 

model

– Definitional challenge to describe what 

is different that should make GIFT 

choose one variant over another
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Research Challenges

• Developing unique content is difficult 

– There are many possible changes: 

scenario events, location of entities, 

scenario structure, briefing or hint text

– Combinations and interactions between 

changes may have unexpected effects

• Impact on learning (support or 

challenge per skill or MET) must be 

predicted to tailor training

– Pedagogical module needs a domain-

general expression of the predicted 

impact

– Impact on learning may change over 

time, requiring maintenance
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Research Goal

• Generated scenarios 

should be labelled in a 

domain-independent 

manner such that they can 

be further processed by 

down-stream pedagogical 

algorithms – the GIFT 

pedagogical loop Domain-specific selection 
of scenario variants to 
reach the pedagogical goal

Domain-general 
pedagogical decision
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Previous Research in Training Measures

R. Dunn, Objectively Defining Scenario Complexity, 2014 PhD dissertation

Domain-specific

Domain-general and 
comparable across variants
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Domain-General Variant Measures

• Objectively define what measures instructors want to vary during training

• Multiple measures can describe each learning objective (LO)

• Combined measures and LOs create a high-dimensional variation space

Measuring Complexity Measuring Helpfulness

Number of cues Attention via perceptual arousal

Number of actions Attention via inquiry arousal

Number of subtasks across actions Relevance via previous link

Number of interdependent subtasks Relevance via needs link

Number of possible paths Confidence via evaluation link

Number of criteria to satisfy Confidence via learner control

Number of conflicting paths Satisfaction via feedback positivity

Number of distractors Satisfaction via future link
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Previous Research in Evolving Variants

Visual Asset Generation
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1: An example spaceship and its mutated offspring. The spaceship in Fig. 1a is constructed

from the schema UT15[ RN01] UB12UB11[ RN01RB08[ UW02] DT02] UB05UC12[ RW00]

which forms its genotype. The sprite itself is constructed via a turtle which places human-

authored component sprites, a sample of which is shown in Fig. 1f (from top to bottom: T15,

W00, N01, B11 and C12). Theremaining spaceships areproduced from asingle mutation of the

spaceship in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b applies the removemutation; Fig. 1c applies thechangespritemuta-

tion. Fig. 1d applies theexpand vertically mutation under theweapon attachmentsof thecockpit;

Fig. 1eapplies the expand horizontally mutation, asside sponsons left and right of the tail fins.

population, the feasible population diversifies itsmembersvianovelty search, while the

infeasible population minimizes its members’ distance from feasibility. Moreover, the

feasible population creates an archiveof novel individuals (containing only feasible re-

sults) to better explore thefeasiblesearch space. Feasible-infeasible dual novelty search

(FI2NS) evolvesboth thefeasible and theinfeasiblepopulation towardsnovelty [7], and

uses adifferent novel archive (with feasible and infeasible individuals respectively) for

each population. Experiments with FINS and FI2NS in [24] have shown that FINS can

quickly and reliably discover feasible individuals in highly constrained spaces, while

FI2NS can create more diverse results in less constrained spaces.

3 Methodology

Thispaper usesconstrained evolutionary approaches to generatespaceships constructed

from multiple human-authored sprite components: thegenetic encoding of these space-

ships is detailed in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 describes the evolutionary algorithms, ge-

netic operators and selection strategies used. Finally, Section 3.3 provides an overview

of the constraints for plausible spaceships and the metrics for assessing visual style.

3.1 Spaceship Representation

Thespaceships generated by theevolutionary algorithms areproduced via turtle graph-

ics, adrawing method whereacursor (turtle) movesupon aCartesian plane. In thiscase,

every step of the turtle equates to the placement of an image (i.e. a sprite component)

taken from a library of human-authored images. The type of image and its filename

is specified in the turtle command: the library contains multiple weapon sprites (W),

(a) Search space
and populat ion.

(b) Search pro-
cess of FINS.

(c) Search process
of FI2NS.

Figure 1: A visualizat ion of two-populat ion novelty search.

Fig. 1a shows a possible search space, with infeasible space
(I ) and a fragmented feasible space (F ); an init ial popula-
t ion may contain feasible and infeasible individuals (black
dots). With FINS, infeasible individuals move towards the

closest border of feasible space as determined by their di n f :
in this case, they all move towards thesame region of feasible

space. With FI2NS, infeasible individuals move away from
each other as they t ry to increase their ρ: while this may
lead them away from feasible space, they may eventually
discover other islands of feasible space. In both approaches
feasible individuals opt imize their novelty by moving away

from each other, which may lead them to infeasible space.

3. TWO-POPULATION

NOVELTY SEARCH
Although many prominent techniques for handling con-

st raints with genet ic algorit hms penalize the fitness scores of
infeasible individuals, applying penalt ies to novelty search is
not st raight forward considering the novelty met ric of Equa-
t ion (1). I t is unclear, for instance, whether a penalty should

be applied to ρ(i ) for infeasible i or to dist ( i , j ) for feasible
i but infeasible j . I t is therefore preferable to avoid com-
parisons between infeasible and feasible individuals. The

FI-2pop GA [7] presented in Sect ion 2.1 maintains two pop-
ulat ions so that infeasible individuals do not compete with
feasible ones for the purposes of select ion; feasible parents

can thus be selected using a completely different criterion
(i.e. novelty search) than infeasible ones. Addit ionally, fea-
sible offspring of infeasible individualsmigrate to the feasible
populat ion and increase its diversity, which coincides with

the goals of novelty search among feasible individuals.
This paper presents two variat ions of this two-populat ion

approach, adapted to the purposes of novelty search.
Feasible-infeasible novelty search (FINS) evolves feasible in-
dividuals, in their separate populat ion, towards maximiz-
ing the novelty score ρ(i ) as per Equat ion (1) while in-
feasible individuals evolve towards minimizing a met ric of

their distance from feasibility di n f (see Fig. 1b). In or-
der to test the impact of the di n f heurist ic and do away

with object ive-driven opt imizat ion on both populat ions, the
feasible-infeasible dual novelty search (FI2NS) performs nov-
elty search on both the feasible and the infeasible populat ion
(see Fig. 1c). For FI2NS novelty search is carried out inde-

pendent ly in each populat ion, with two separate archives of
feasible and infeasible novel individuals; while both popula-
t ions use the same ρ(i ) met ric, only the closest neighbors in

the same populat ion and archive are considered. Maintain-
ing two populat ions for either FINS and FI2NS ensures that
distances between feasible and infeasible individuals are not

considered in the calculat ion of Equat ion (1).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Sample levels with 64 t iles, demonst rat ing fea-
sible and infeasible level layouts. Displayed t iles are pass-

able (light ), impassable (dark), bases (circles) and resources
(rhombi). Levels 2a and 2b are feasible, with level 2b (which
has no impassable t iles) being used to seed the init ial popu-
lat ion in certain experiments in Sect ion 5. Level 2c is infeasi-

ble as it has no path between bases. Level 2d is infeasible as
it has less than two bases; in this case, the repair mechanism

is applied to add a base on a random passable t ile.

In the FI-2pop GA paradigm, the number of offspring for
each populat ion is equal to the current populat ion’s size.

However, previous experiments have indicated that an off-
spring boost on the feasible populat ion was beneficial for
enhancing opt imizat ion of feasible individuals. When the
feasible populat ion is smaller than the infeasible populat ion,

the offspring boost mechanism forces members of the feasi-
ble populat ion to create a number of offspring equal to 50%
of the total size of the two populat ions. The number of off-

spring in the infeasible populat ion is reduced accordingly to
keep the total populat ion size steady. To showcase its effec-

t iveness, experiments in Sect ions 5 include FINS and FI2NS
approaches with and without the offspring boost .

4. GAME LEVEL GENERATION
A game level is a prime example where const raints are im-

portant for content generat ion. A Rogue-like dungeon must
allow players to reach the exit from the ent rance, a plat -

former level must have plat forms at a height accessible to a
jumping avatar, and a st rat egy game must allow players to
reach their enemies. While game levels may have object ives

such as fairness or challenge, failing such object ives renders
the game unentertaining but not unplayable. Only the min-
imal crit eria of playability will be considered in this paper.

The game levels opt imized in this paper const itute map

sketches, which are low-resolut ion abst ract ions of st rategy
game maps. The concept of map sketches is int roduced

in [11] where they are used as building blocks of a mixed-
init iat ive tool; stochast ic processes such as cellular automat a
can convert these sketches into large-scale maps appropriat e
for commercial st rategy games such as Starcraft (Blizzard,
1998). Each level has a small number of t iles: t iles can be

passable, impassable, resources or bases (see Fig. 2). A level
is direct ly encoded in its genotype; each t ile on the map

is represented in the genotype as an integer indicat ing t ile
type. The level layout assumes that each player starts at
a base and collects resources in order to build units; units
t ravel through passable t iles in order to at tack enemy bases.

A feasible map must have a number of bases and resources
within a rangespecified by thedesigner, while passable paths

must connect all bases and all resources. To alleviate some of
these const raints, a repair mechanism t ransforms maps with
excess or missing bases and resources into feasible: while re-
pairing, excess bases and resources are replaced with pass-

able t iles, while missing bases and resources are inserted on

2D Level Generation

Antonios Liapis, Georgios N. Yannakakis, and Julian Togelius. 2013.   Enhancements to constrained novelty search

Antonios Liapis. 2016. Exploring the Visual Styles of Arcade Game Assets
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Evolving Training with Novelty Search

• Novelty search is a form of evolutionary search which differs from more 

traditional evolutionary methods

• Rather than using a fitness-based approach, novelty search rewards 

individuals for exhibiting new behaviors

• The novelty score is generated by comparing an individual to its k nearest 

neighbors in behavior space

𝜌 𝑥𝑖 =
1

𝑘
 𝑗=1
𝑘 𝑔(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗)

• Incentivizes exploration of behavior space rather than optimization
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Experiment domain – SUAS COMPETE

• SUAS COMPETE is a simulation 

environment for training small-

unit decision-making in an 

unmanned air system setting

– Many training elements can be 

varied such as scenario map, 

situation text, hints, and more

– Potential to create varied support or 

challenge for 9 TLOs and 48 ELOs
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SUAS Compete

• Content Examples:

– SUAS scenario map

– Simplified map to demonstrate evolution process
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Methodology

• Created an example of evolving scenario maps with:

– Point locations of friendly, hostile units

– Terrain regions such as forest, water, roads

– A no-fly zone that the UAS must work around

• Created an example of training learning objectives:

– Enemy air defense avoidance

– Recon and surveillance

– Airspace coordination

• So, evolving changes to the maps does NOT always change learning impact

– Scenarios can support or challenge air defense avoidance via distance to enemy

– Support or challenge recon and surveillance via enemy location relative to forest terrain

– Support or challenge airspace coordination via no-fly zone – in the way or not
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Example Training Scenarios

• Generation 1 – Initial Randomization Results

• Generation 200 – Novel Combinations of Support and Challenge
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Evolutionary Algorithm Process

Population 
Evaluation

•Measure novelty of organisms in population by comparing them to HoF

Reproduction

• Select the organism in the population with the highest novelty

•Duplicate and mutate to produce offspring

Offspring 
Evaluation

•Measure novelty of offspring by comparing to HoF

Update 
Population

• If parent is more fit than offspring, then destroy offspring and slightly increase mutation variance

• If offspring if more fit then parent, then replace parent with offspring and reset mutation variance

Update HoF

• If novelty of most-fit organism meets or exceeds the HoF novelty threshold, add the organism to the HoF and reset novelty threshold

• If the novelty of the most-fit organism is below the HoF novelty threshold, then slightly decrease the threshold
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Evolutionary Algorithm Parameters

• Population size 10

– Generation = 1 individual at a time

– Runtime = under a second for simplified experiment

• Hall of Fame Variable Threshold

– Default to 1.0

– Decrease by 0.1 for each consecutive generation that does not contribute to the HoF

– Reset to 1.0 when an organism adds into HoF

• Variable Mutation

– Default to 0.1

– Increases by 0.1 each time an offspring is less novel than the parent

– Resets to 0.1 each time a more fit offspring is produced
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Results – More Variants for GIFT to Choose

• Novelty search creates different combinations of support and challenge

Generation 200 – Novelty Increases CoverageGeneration 1 – Initial Randomization Results
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Results – Continuing Improvement over Time

• Novelty continues increasing – new variants differ in ways that change 

learning

Number of variants over timeDistance between variants over time
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Future Work

• SME interviews to determine realistic rules that predict training impact

• Generalize to content types other than maps, e.g. text

• Use multiple training domains to show generality of the measures

• Assess performance within generated scenarios

• Machine learning on training variants to automate feature & rule discovery
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Questions?

• J.T. Folsom-Kovarik

Jeremiah@soartech.com

321-615-1279

• Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this 

material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official 

views of the U.S. Government or Department of Defense.

mailto:Jeremiah@soartech.com

